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Material Solutions for Indoor Air Quality:  
walls, floors, and ceilings improve health
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Existing iaQ maintEnEncE is EnErgy inEfficiEnt
Indoor air quality (IAQ) is currently maintained by heating, ventilating, and 
air conditioning (HVAC) equipment accounting for 30% to 40% of a build-
ing’s total energy consumption. It is necessary to continuously replace 
interior air with exterior air to prevent the accumulation of harmful toxins 
inside buildings. True energy sustainability is not possible as long as we 
rely predominantly on outdoor air to maintain healthy indoor environments.
Virtually all polymers: plastics, composite building materials with polymer 
binders, and coatings and finishes release volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) such as formaldehyde and toluene. Many VOCs have been linked 
to respiratory ailments, nervous-system degradation, and even cancer. 
Responsible architects will specify non-toxic materials and products when 
possible, but the architect has limited ability to control the indoor environ-
ment post-occupancy. Even if all buildings and products were made harm-
less, biological pathogens carried by humans and present indoors would 
still pose an indoor air threat.

Furnishings, office equipment, and even many office supplies such as 
dry-erase markers will be present in indoors for the foreseeable future.  
As long as product designers continue to use materials that off-gas 
potentially harmful toxins, and as long as we use combustion equipment 
indoors, there will be a persistent indoor air quality problem.  Even if all 
buildings and products were made harmless, biological pathogens car-
ried by humans and present indoors would still pose an indoor air threat.  
Therefore, it is not enough for designers to simply limit the introduction of 
harmful materials to a space, but they should also be providing materials 
that remediate toxins indefinitely.

matErial rEmEdiation PotEntial
Since this is a material-based problem, the question is what is the mate-
rial-based solution. This research presents a scalar spectrum of materi-
als with inherent antibacterial, antifungal, and decay resistant properties. 
This research investigates enzyme impregnated paint, cedar, black wal-
nut, eucalyptus, activated carbon, and zeolite for greater understanding of 
their natural behavior. Knowledge of intrinsic material intelligence can be 
leveraged for an architectural benefit.

In the case of the woods, there have been a number of identified com-
pounds that are thought to cause anti-decay behavior, such as cedrines. 
In the case of the adsorption materials, their ability to sequester even 
very small toxins can be attributed to their fundamental structure. This 
research asks: can these properties be harnessed or mimicked in architec-
turally viable materials to actually improve indoor air quality?  

PRojected futuRe closed conditioning & content ManageMent
With the right combination of material science, biological technology, and real-time 
sensing and actuation, it may be possible to create indoor environments that are self-
cleaning without dependence on outdoor air. outdoor air quality is not adequate to 
promote health in many locations.

eneRgY efficient theRMal conditioning & aiR content ManageMent
the use of high-efficiency heat exchangers allow heat or coolth to be transferred 
from indoor air to outdoor air, thereby reducing the total amount of energy needed to 
meet both health and comfort standards.  this method still relies on dilution of indoor 
toxins with outdoor air.

eXisting theRMal conditioning & aiR content ManageMent
indoor spaces are constantly flushed with outdoor air to prevent the accumulation 
of harmful levels of toxins. this outdoor air is conditioned to meet thermal comfort 
needs at great energy cost. the general assumption is that outdoor air quality is 
adequate for this purpose. hePa filters are used to remove outdoor contaminants, 
again at a high energy cost.

several wood species have 
adapted to resist decay from 
moisture and biological para-
sites. Black Walnut  wood, 
nuts, and essential oils all 
exhibit natural antimicrobial, 
antifungal, and antiparasitic 
characteristics. the effective 
inherent structures that lead 
to this behaviour are still be 
identified.

activated carbon is a widely 
used filtratioin medium from 
acquarioum filters to respira-
tors. activated carbon is 
also used in large-scale toxin 
clean-up efforts. activated 
carbon utilizes its’ massive 
surface area and internal 
transport and adsorption 
pores to trap pollutants 
where they are sequesterd 
by Van der Waals forces.

Zeolites are both natural and 
synthetic minerals that are 
commonly used to adsorb 
unwanted toxins from air, 
water, and soil. Zeolite’s 
crystalline structure results 
in subnanometer three-
dimensional pores with high 
adsorption capacity .

Researchers at RPi have 
successfully suspended 
bacteria-destroying enzymes 
in paint. carbon nanotubes 
are used to securely anchor 
the enzymes within the 
solvent. enzyme filled paints 
have shown 99% effective-
ness at killing bacteria, and 
are envisioned for hospital 
use.

graphene is a one-atom thick 
planar sheet of carbon atoms 
arranged in hexagons. one of 
the many future applications for 
graphene is the development 
of super sensitive gas sensors. 
these sensor could be portable 
allowing for real-time identi-
fication of diverse aerosols 
possible. currently aerosols 
are identified in laboratories, or 
single gasses may be deteced 
with handheld devices.

Phytoremediation systems 
leverage the biological 
processes present in plant-
based ecologies to sequester 
and degrade toxins in soil, 
water, or air. communities of 
microbes located in the plant’s 
root rhizosphere are capable 
of digesting some toxins and 
converting them to an energy 
source for the plant.

a variety of plants, including 
ivy, golden pathos, and 
snake plant are potent toxin 
remediators.  the symbiotic 
relationship between the 
plants and root bound 
microorganism community, 
coupled with an adsorptive 
growing medium, such as 
activated carbon, is effective 
at removing Vocs from 
indoor air.

eucalyptus leaves and oil 
have long been used for me-
dicinal purposes.  eucalyptus 
has strong antibacterial and 
antifungal effectiveness.  
eucalyptus is used to treat 
acne and other skin ailments 
due to its’ antibacterial 
nature.

cedar is commonly used 
in steam showers, saunas, 
and as an exterior building 
cladding due to it’s extreme 
durability in the presence 
of moisture. cedar wood 
and molecular components 
(cedrines & nootkanin) are 
naturally decay resistant and 
antibacterial.
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Bentonite clays are capable 
of absorbing radiation and 
are used by scientists as a 
barrier when working with 
nuclear materials. Bentonite 
also has the ability to 
regulate humidity indoors 
by absorbing and desorbing 
moisture within a comfort 
range of 40 to 70 % Rh.

the photocatalyst 
titanium dioxide (tio2) 
can be used to create 
superhydro-philic glass, 
ceramic, or other building 
surfaces. in the presence 
of sunlight, tio2 decom-
poses organic compounds 
such as dirt and grease. 
the by-products are easily 
removed from the surface 
with water, and in many 
applications with rain.

Brass, an alloy of copper, 
naturally destroys infection 
causing bacteria, leading 
hospitals to return to the 
material for door knobs and 
other hardware in lieu of plas-
tic or stainless steel. copper 
and its’ alloys prevent disease 
transmission by both killing 
the bacteria and preventing 
their dna from passing-on 
drug-resistant mutations.
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